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ABSTnACT 

The oemplete set of experlmentlll"' dlsoussed whloh Is ooncerned 

with the determination of the amplitude ratios of pion produoUon by 

nuoleons In different Isotopic spin states. 

The number of experiments carried out up to now at 660 MeV nuc

leon energy Is Inadequate to determine all the ratios between the amp

litudes, 

One of the 'experiments under discussion oan be rather a sensitive 

teat on the correctness of the resonance theory of ~-mesons produo-

tlon by nuol eons, 

INTflODUCTIO~ 

Attempts to create the theory of :it' -meson production by nucleons made by some authors ended 

usually in 'phenomenological treatments which provided quantitative explanation of available experi-

mental data. Thus, e.g. Watson and Brueckner 1 perfor!J!ed the partial analysis of meson production 

by nucleons. They assumed that a small number of states with definite orbital moments should take 

part in the process, The matrix elements of processes were assumed to be constantvalues; the principle 

of charge invariance, conservation laws and also the influence of attractive interaction of nucleons in 

the final state were taken into account. Basing on such a phenomenological· approach Rosenfeld 2 as 

well as Gell-Mann and Watson 3 performed the analysis of the data of experiments carried out at the 

energy near the threshold. They used Brueckner 1 s 4 hypothesis that at a nucleon energy close to the 

threshold one of the secondary nucleons and a 0L -meson produced are mainly in the resonance state 

(3/2, 3/ 2). 

S.Mandelstam5 extended this phenomenological theory to the regicr> of higher energies (from 400MeV 

up to 600 MeV), In his consideration m~trix elements were supposed to be constant values; resonance 

m.J{ -interaction (3/ 2, 3/2 ) was introduced; all the kinematic factors and the rules of addition of 

nuclear angular momenta and' particle spins were taken into consideration: According to this theory which 

provides the best explanation of all the experimental data obtained with a proton beam in the above -

mentioned energy r eglon, there should not be ~ -meson production by nucleons even of small intensities 
- . 6 7 

at states with isotopic spin equal to zero (T NN = 0). However, experimental data ' show that the pre-
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diction of Mandelstam's resonance theory is in contradiction with the experiment. 

Can we draw a conclusion from this on the incorrectness of Mandelstam's resonance theory? In order 
to solve the problem, it is necessary to take into consideration not only resonance interaction in the 

!lttf -system with isotopic spin T = 3 I 2 but also with isotopic spi~ T = 1 /2. Undoubtedly, in 

the most general case both the resonances will be observed. But Mandelstam's resonance model is compa 

tible only with the predominance of the resonance T.: 3/2. Thus, the resonance theory can be tested 

:iirectly if one determines ratios between the probabilities of these two resonance interactions. However·. 

the number of experiments performed up to now is inadequate to ~ind the required ratios. All these circum

stances made us perform anew ·a more detailed discussion on the compfete set of experiments concerned 

with the determination of ratios between the amplitudes of :it -meson production by nucleons in diffe
rent isotopic spin states. 

I. GENERAL FO!'nfALIS~f 

As is known, the phenomenological description of ~ -meson production by nucleons in 

the isotopic spin comes to the introduction of three independent amplitudes. The probability of 

any process of ~- meson production by two nucleons is. clearly expressed by three independent 

amplitudes. If the amplitude of meson production in the collision of two nucleons N
1 

and N
2 . 

I A I I I 
is expressed by M ( NiN2 - Nt 1v2 ~ ), where N

1 
and N;are secondary nucleons, this 

amplitude will change with the interchange of nucleons N1 ,N2 or N~ , N~. If the charge symmetry 

is taken into account the number of different processes of Qt' -meson production by nucleons 
amounts to seven 8 

.:!) 

In one of the presentations when the subsystem of two nucleon's is introduced in the initial 
. . 

state, the amplitudes of different processes are expressed as follows 

M (pp -np~"'") = ~f;0 + ~ ~1 M ( pn--nn't+) .. ~Fo-~- ~ ~-~: \ ( H 

M (pp- pn:ii:+)=-"f2F.;o 4- ~ ~1 ~ M (np-... nn~"'")·~Fo1-+ ~f.;'~; 

M (pp--ppnoj =- ~f.;1 ·, M (np- npJto) =- 2~t01-+ ~ ~o: 

1. . ~ v. . M(np-pnJto)=- 2 'l3f;1-2 ~o' 
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Here F
1
. denotes three amplitudes of reactions in isotopic space. The first subscript shows 
J . 

isotopic spin of the two nucleon syste!Jl in the initial state, the second one - in the final state. 

In another presentation when the subsystem of a !it -meson and a nucleon is introduced 

in the final state, the amplitudes of different processes according to 9 are 

M(pp-np~+) = ~ A11. ; M(pt\-Mii+)=-~[-fGAn + ~A11-~Ao1]; 
M (pp-?~-x.+)..--2~A)-~-~A~1 ; M(np-nn~+)= ~[~A1~"" ~A41 + frAoi] ~· 
M(pp-ppn·)=-.~A11-*A11 ~ M(np-np1l·)=~~A,,-'fGAM-ieA.,i]; 

11> ( 2 ) 

~(np-pn7L"J =- ,h[~A13-~A14-T?GAoJ; 
where Atj- are amplitudes of reactions in ~so topic space. The first subscript shows isotopic 

spin of the two-nucleon system in the initial state, and the second subscript j = 2T liN , where 

T11 N is isotopic spin of the subsystem consisting of a ~ - meson and a nucleon. 

Differential cross sections of the quoted processes are written in the following way 

I. ~oCpp- npJt+) == ~ IF;ol2
.,.: * lf,;'1 12 

+ .T2'1~ 1·1 F,;., \ et>S cf~o,11 == 

... ~ IA1,l2
; 

I[. dti(pp~pn't"')= ~~~ol2 + 4 \~1\'.!-~\~J\f.;.,\~~cf>~o,H = 

;;:t[~ jA1,l
2
-r 2\Af~l

2

- V2·/A,31·1AHI ~'{'43]; 

iii. ds(pp-.. ppn•) =t\f:t1 \

2
• 

= ~t~ IA,~\
2

+ \A11\ 2-rV2'[Ara\·IA111~lf1lJ ·, 

E. dG (pn~nnJt~) .... t!rod2 
+ tl~1l:t- ~ lfo1l·lf;1l ~ ~ot,H = 

;; t[~ !Anl2+ IA11I2
+ fAo1l 2 

+ V2!An\·IA'I11 ~ 'Pn-

( 3 ) -
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Y. dG(np-nnx~)=~lt;;i\2+ ~ ~~1\2 +i6J~.I·J~1/~~o-t,H = 

::. ~ [~ [A 13 ]
2 
+ /A4.J2+ / Ao1l2-+ v'2' jA,,j;!Au I ~'ft'3 + 

+ 2\AHI·/A .. ,\CAnCfof ~ 'J'2jA,li··[A .. d~tp .. '3]; 
Y!. dG (np- hpTL") = 1; I fo. \

2 
+ ~ ! ~ .. I e- 2~(3' J fo.\·1 ~0 r (!.00 ~Oi,fo = 

= ~ QAn\2 ~ t f A41 \
2 

+. ~ J A~ 12- v'2jA,31·/A11\ ~Cf•1 -

-2jA,,I·IA.,.\eo!>cpo3 ~ f A •• j.)Aotl·<=.eHp.,1}: 

Vii. d6'(np- pn7l"J = f2J to! \2 +~I~"~~+ 2~ I fo,l· l~o/ e_e:, ~01,(o = 

= ~ QA,~Iz + i )A.1\
2 

+ 4-IA •• \2 
+ V2/A,3l·JA,,) ~cf1, + 

+ "l2jA,1\· \A •• \~ cpo3 -!A.t J.J Aot I (!ej rp .. 1J . 
2. \1ETHOD OF '1fEASUniNG INTEflFEflENCE EFFECTS 

Processes (I) and (II), (IV) and (V) as well as (VI) and (VII) in expression (3) differ from each other 

due to interference between two amplitudes. The establishment of difference between the two processes 

gives rather essential additional data. Consider methods permitting to observe this difference experimental

ly. 

A. If a proton and a neutron are interchanged in the initial state [processes (IV) and (V)J , the dif _ 

ference between these two processes can be determined owing to charge symmetry by comparing the pro_ 

cesses pn-nn'it-~o-. and pn- rp:;C at the same ~ .. meson angle . 

.I> 

B. If a neutron and a proton are interchanged in the final state [processes (I) and (II) or (VI) and 

(VIIl], it is necessary to register simultaneously two particles, e.g. a:ii -meson and one of the nucleons, 

in order to establish difference between the probabilities of these processes. Here, we must decide which . w . 
of the nucleons should be called the first one. Let us stick to the determination given by Fermi •. Accor -

ding to this determination the first nucleon is that the impulse projection of which to the :i\-meson impulse 

direction in the centreo of mass system of two colliding nucleons is the greatest by its algebraic value, 

So far as it is necessary to determine only ratios between the amplitudes F (or A) and no determination 

of spin and angular dependence of these amplitudes is required, then the aim of our experiments should be 

the measurement of the corresponding total cross sections of the processes. 
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If only _a 'Jt -meson is registered in the experiment, no difference between processes. (I) and (II) 

as well as (VI) and (VII) should be established. We shall measure only summary !)robabilities of each pctlr 
.. . . - ·-

of processes. . 

The corresponding total ~ross sections Cli'e 

13 ( pp-'lt•)-~ ~ Cpp- np'<•)J.U ... \! ( PP-p•'X•) J.U ; 
(.4) 

6 (np+'X") ~ ~ =~ (np- npJi•)d.Q. ... 1 j§Cnp- pnx~) d.Q , 

In order to determine differe~ce betwe@n pro<:tl!lltes ( 1 ) and (II) as well (JS between (V) and (VII) it is 

necessary to measure th~ total Q:\0§§ liection of each of the two processes ~~l'arately~ 

I) the proc;ea!'l whfm g proton 11 tho firiit nucleon, and 

2) wht?n g n@ytrop ifi the fh•1.1t nucleon, 

.· . I 
ln'~ geneml t;;'!!i@1 ~gch 1.1~!n compenont of wave functions of the final state of the process NN-NN1C 

is a functic:m of 'Jr -meson 1mp\ll1.1e, the direction of ~ -meson emission (&Ti,!fi) as ~elias the direction 

gf llYQ}@gn fliqht ( e41 I cv~-) ' The anqltlil ( e1, I ~11. ) are counted from the vector of ~ -nieson -

!mpuhm in th~ oemr~gf,mm~l'! I'!Yntem of two liUtcondary nucleons. When discussing the problem on -the to

tal cross secUonf31 it is ouffiae to consider the differential cross_ section average~ over the asimuthal 

angles Lfr and tp1~, If one confine!! on@eeU only to S· arid P-waves of a 't.:. meson and nucleens, these 
averaqed eros~;~ sections will be of the fonn 

d6:~4-(a1i, 612 i.J1r)- a,_( p11).., q1(p")~,ei,~e11 ~ a,·(p,)~~'e4~,., 

t ~•CP11) ~•'V~ ""g.(p,)C4&11e.,~'9n ·, 
( 5) 

s 
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y.rhere a, (p11) are functions of .. or -meson impulse. 

It is seen from ( 5 ) that the measure of distinguishing between the probabilities of the processes 

pp- npx• and pp- P"3t+ is the coefficient a1. . However, the toteu cross section 

of the processes pp- 1"p1i:"" and pp~ P"1i~ does not depend upon this coefficient since the 

difference between the differential cross sections of processes under investigation changes its sign to 

the opposite one as a resUlt of transformations 9.r.- ('t- 6.~~:) and f)~~-+ (:r.- 6n) . Hence, it fol

lows that the difference of differential cross sections of these processes should be measured only in the 

angle rartqe O< e,.;<. J.f2 I 0< en< "le I the averaging over relative asimuthal angles 
. . . - li 

joining the cross section as cos (lj',.- cp,2 ) and cos 2( <f'lr - Cf
1

.z ) being performed • 

Thus, the subtracted total cross sections AS to be determined below correspond to the dif

ference between the probabilities of processes (I) and (IT) 

7./2 7-f.J 

A~0•41 •4~ ~ [ dG:;.ce,.,et.z)- J~;:". Ce",e.2~ d.Q(e,)J.Q(942), , 6> 

0 0 

and in the same way - (VI) and (Vli) 
'1tft 11.fR 

£\60i,~o = Lf \. s [ d.G117TL• (97\, e,.;)- dG;~n• (e1i, e.,)] J.J2( 91i)J_Q (642) ., 

0 0 . - . 

The difference between ·processes (IV) and (V) can be written simplier 

~s ... " = 2 ~[clG :". (a,)- d~>:;,. (e.)] J.Q( llw) = 
0 "''i/g, • . . 

= 2. ~ [ tt~;~71-· (Q1i)- J.s;:"~ (g")]J.Q (all). 
0 

<II 

( 7) 

( 8) 

As in the previous two cases the subtracted cross section determined in (8) is a measure of the 

coefficient • b • in the meson angular distribution 

&6 (hp_'Jt-) = o. -r ~c.o~ 9.v +c. cos
2 9:t , 

the contribution of which to a usual total cross section is, naturally, equal to zero. 
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3. IlATIOS BETWEEN THE tniPLITUDES WITH DIFFE!"lENT 
ISOTOPIC SPIN STATES 

In order to find ~ee amplitudes fJ 
between them (three dimenslonal case 

sible: 

or '}J - three absolute values and three phase ratios 

) - one may employ any six independent equations of seven pos· 

6'(pp-:n:+) -\~o \2 
+tiF;112

; 

6 (pp -x") • ~ /£;1 1
2 

; 

(9) 

a COlO 0' = {-fQ IO.Oj , ' , 
where Oi;,\ct = I fijI·\ tktl ~~ ij, kt · 

One of the equations connecting usual total cross sections of the processes is not independent since 

there is one ratio between the total cross sections: 

The amplitudes F ij are obtained from the exi>erimentally observed values with the help of the re -
lations 

2 IF:ol =G'(pp-:Jt ... )-6(pr-x·) ·, 

I~J== 2G(pp~7t.-) ·, 

(10) 

If F ij are fotmd, the values A 'ij can be determined from the following relations 
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- 12- r:t'-. A~?;· f~ f;o -to~~. f;4 ', 
2 2 2 ~ . 2 2(2 I} 
-- -+- -~ . A I'J 3 t;'o . 3 f;" -+ "3 4o),ff ' 

.{2 c:- .f2 c-l ..!. Q . 
. CJ1S '"'3 ° it- 3Tfo """ ~ <1o,H I 

- . r:: _.,. . r:~- ~ r- A2 A ~2 2 f:2 2,2 Q . J'i" C'""' ·r:f' n . A14 =-·rsf.;,+•f3T".; ••""3T•.+3 ~1-3 .,,u_' Wo3=,3..l.'~~,.,.-t-J'3.l""-t,o1, 

- -A04 = f:. 
2 2 

Ao4 = f:4 ·, Ulo4 =-.a.Q~o101 -'{~.QM,oi 

or in a distinct form by means of the observed values 

jA,l \
2

= i6{pp-r-)• ~A~o,+t; c.J1'Jc. ~~6"(pp-J~:•)-6(pp-..:rr+~+~A~to,•1 

jA11 \~ 6(pp-j~•)-t~6(pp-1t-t)-%AG~0,41 ~ Woj~ A6-1hf- A~.? I>! ; 
. - ' ' 

I A of \
2= 3~(hp-~+) + 6 (1\p-x-)-G( pp-Jt•~ ; C.Jo3=~ A~O,of + &-A~1;oi 

where Wii = \ A4d ~I A ji) CM'fij . 

4. EXPEilnfENTS WinCH HAVE BEEN PERFOmfED 
WITH A NEUTrlON 13EA\f 

(12) 

', 

- . . . . 7 
The investigation of the reactions np- pp:1t and np- nnjl+ at 600 MeV neutron energy 

permits to conclude that lro.\+0 .. From the same data it•follo~e that AG'0f,f1 is very close to zero in ~ 
this energy range. This means that the amplitudes · F 

01 
and F

11 
are nearly ort hoqonal with f@§fl~et to 

each other. It is required to measure the subtracted cross section 6. 6" Ol. 
10 

wit~ a neutron 

beam. This will allow to find a phase ratio and to improve essentially the roliability of the value / ~. [, 

5. EXPEili~JENTS WHICH HAVE BEEN PERFO~~fED 
WITH A PROTON BEA~f 

) 12 ' ~ 13 The cross sections 6 (pp-::n.+ . M4 ~. pp ~3(.·; have been measured with 

a 600 MeV proton beam. These data permit to determineiTfol and lfl
1
j, Til@ V9h!t?S ~3 and ~l are of 

great interest at 660 MeV proton energy, i.e., in the resonance req1on (31'1 3/2) wher~ A
13 

§h9Hld pmd9"' 
minate. However,.therelation between A 

13 
and ~1 can b_e founci lf one mea11urefi:l A6' lO 

11
• 

- , 
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According to !,landelstam' s resonance :nodel, j A
11

j = 0, from v;here the well-known ratio 

arises as a consequence. 
e-... 5 
~= 

0 

In fact we observe e?'perimentally the values 

which is possible to explain theoretically in a somewhat artificial way. Practically, it means that A:#J • .. 
For the sake of more detailed consideratior of the problem on permissable 

is worth while to introduce the following notations : 
values of A and A it 

13 11 

ol. - 6"+. k ... IA\3\""' 
-oc: ' \A 11 l' 

Fig. 1 presents the region of permissable values ot. and k which is filled with a family of 

curves~ 

(13) 

with the parameter cos<fh • This region is limited from below by the curve 

4-+-Sk 2 -.Jik 
o( = ,r.::;r k ' ~,-o 2 + k1 -+ '18 (14) 

which has the horizontal asymptotes ol. == 2( k ~ 0) and ol. • 5(k- eo ) and reaches the minimum o/.: 1 

with k= ~ 

From above the region is limited by two branches of the curve 

ol. - l.f -t- 5 k( + n' k 
f1, .. -'t- 2 ~ k2 - {8' k ' (15) 

which has two horizontal asymptotes of.= 2(k - 0) and 

asymptote with k .. f2, 
o< = 5(k - oo ) and the common vertical 

The curves ~ = o{ (k; ~os 'fh ) have their extremum .when 

of.:: 5k~+k2-4 
k~- k~- !2 

(16) 
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G 
except the monotonic curve civ2 = 5- --- - , corresponding to cp,. ... "% . 

. 2 
From Fig. 1 it is seen that if of.. = ~> 3.4, then the permissable values of k are in the inter-

' val 
..1:.. < k

2 
< 64 

20 
(17) 

As for other peculiarities of this region, it should be noted that if cos~O." = = l, then cos <p,,= ±" 1, respecti

vely. However +
40

,
1
c:'Y2 corresponds to rp,~c '1z only for o<=3. In other cases the orthogonality 

-> _.,. . I .... _., 

~o ~ f.
4 

does not mean the orthogonality A
4
-s, A~. • The following relation 

{o<-i ·~~~o,H+ (3-o<.) 
cos 'ff3 == . I 

r c(2-r 3o{-2 (3-~)~ot-1.'~cf~o,4f- S (o(-i)~f~.jo,H (18) 

takes place. If o( = ~= '=" 5, the permissable values of klare limited by the interval ~ < k£<:. oo . 

Thus, the fact that ~ = 5 should not be considered as a proof of the resonance theory correctness • 
. o 

Attention should be payed also to the fact that if k is constant but the relative phase A 13 and A11 

changes due to some reasons, then as a result of it the valno o( will change • From the point of view 

of the authors such a process can take place in -meson production on coupled nuclear nuclei, in particu-

·lar, on a deutron. 

3k2 
Fig.l shows also the :::urve corresponding to .a6~o,H = 0 , tX= 2 _ k2 , i.e., to the case of 

the symmetric emission of a proton and neutron relative to a :Jt: meson impulse. 

It is of interest to note that if eX. is rather large (-10 and more), that takes place in the energy 

range close to the threshold, then I A11 \ ~1,5 · \ A11 \ , and the difference· of phases (to an accuracy of 9r) 

is very small. Nearly the same picture may be expected if one takes into consideration that near zero {jC

meson energy the phases A
13 

and A
11 

should be small anlli hencP., their difference should be small too • 
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6. SCHE'.IE OF TilE EXPE'lP.fENT TO 3E PErtFOI1W~D WITH 
WITH A660 l,fEV P:lOTON l3EA \1 

The scheme of the experiment for measuring .dG;~,tttO be performed with a 660 MeV proton beam is 

characterized by the following values: e~·m.s. = 55° (at this angle it is easy to combine the differen

tial and total cross sections under the condition that S- and P-mesons should predominate; if E'
11 
c.m.s.= 

80 ldeV1 then tJ;ab. = 30°1 El:b· = 170 MeV. If one chooses· ~z:::30°1 the angles of flight of the 

· fir~t and second protons are rather convenient ( EJPlab. = 33° 'and 8 lab= 20 ° ) while their energies 
~ p~ 

are dab. = 180 t,!eV1 E 1p~b 1 = 160 1-leV. 
Pi . 

If one changes e1Z 

son angle or the angle 

" 
1 then either 8pe lab, will be greatly overlappedwith respect to a 

0p
1
lab. will be very small. 

There is another variant: fa' ! ~ [ ' ~ · 
:\t'.m.s. 0 lle,tn.S. 0 ,...ftt~ l\ D e ll _

1 0 
e a 

0 
t:'lag 

1 

.A -me-

'J'If = }:~s I ~z::: 391 ell' .. 57 1,1eV, 1:/Pt ::=2GI fe = 81 If = 831 '~ rt = 264.11eVI 

Eft = 190Me V. I~ this case proton angles are somewhat smaller but .1t+--mesons are easier to regis
ter in view of the smaller background at 83? 

Fig, 2 shows a diagram presenting permissable values!A 1~1 2 1IA11 12 and Q3,i with respect to ;he 

permissable values of the subtracted cross section A~o,H • Along the absciss ~nd ordinate ~oordinates 
there are the above values in units of io-27 

em 2. It is seen from Fig, 2 that if AG' =0, then IA
13
j; jA

11
j2 

iD1~1 
and these amplitudes are nearly· orthogonal. The greatest permissable cross section .6.6 atnounts to 

-27 2 1~11 
9.9.10 em · at 660 MeV proton energy. 

CO:'-JCLUSIO~ 

I. In order to solve the problem on the correctness of the resonance theory of :ii -meson production by. 

nucleons at 660 MeV nucleon energy, it is necessary and sufficient to measure the subtracted total cross 

section AIO concerned with asymmetry in.proton and neutron emission relative to :71. +-meson direc-10,H 

tion. 

lA ,j 6'(rP .... 7c. .. ) 
__!,_with different values o(::: 6"( ) is considered. 
lA I py_,.Ji. .. . 11 

2. The region of permissable values 

3. The experimental scheme for measuring A~0 at 660MeVenergy is given 
., .~1 

The authors wish to express theil' gratitude to L.I.Lapidus for interest to the work and discussions. 
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